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Dr. Liu was born and raised in Taiwan. At 14, he moved to Austin, Texas, where he continued his schooling and finally took care of the University of Texas at Austin with a bachelor's degree in microbiology. During this time, he took a special interest in dentistry because of his multifaceted nature of combining art, knowledge and hand skills with the ability to directly improve people's lives. After college, he
moved to Richmond, Virginia and earned his DDS degree from Virginia Commonwealth University. He expanded his knowledge of dentistry through a general practice residency at Carolina's Medical Center in Charlotte. Dr. Liu is well versed in all aspects of dentistry, including restorations, crowns and enddontic treatments. He is particularly adept at tooth extraction and received extensive training in many
oral surgery procedures. At school, Dr. Liu very involved in community service. He always participated in Mission of Mercy projects, which are out-reach mobile clinics for areas where dental care is scarce. He believes that everyone should have the opportunity to get high-quality dental care. He prioritizes patient comfort and education while providing the highest quality of dental care. He understands that
many people are nervous about dental treatment, and he prides himself on his ability to calm nervous patients. He is very patient and gentle and he loves seeing children. Dr. Liu strives to be a careful listener whose goal is to involve the patient in their own care and make decisions together. In his spare time, he enjoys cooking and spending time with his family. He loves to learn about different cuisines and
food cultures. He loves going to new places, especially hiking trails and national parks. You can make an appointment and meet him at the Charlotte location every Monday and Tuesday and at Clemdon's location on Thursdays and Fridays. Dr. Chi Wei Liu – 1891273488 Profile Details Dr. Chi Wei Liu is a dentist based out of Charlotte, North Carolina and his medical specialty is Dentist. He practices in
Charlotte, North Carolina and has the professional credentials of DDS. The NPI number for Dr. Chi Wei Liu is 1891273488, and he holds a license no. His current practice location address is 1000 Blythe Blvd, Charlotte, North Carolina, and he can be contacted out by phone at 704-355-2165 and by fax at --. You can also correspond with Dr. Chi Wei Liu by email at his mailing address at 7546 Starvalley Dr.
, Charlotte, North Carolina - 28210-6552 (mailing address contact number - 512-734-7011). Provider Profile Information: NPI number1891273488 Provider NameDr. Chi Wei Liu CredentialDDS Provider Entity TypeIndividual GenderMale Provider Enumeration Date08/06/2018 Last UpdateD Date08/06/2018 Provider Business Postal Address Details: Address7546 Starvalley Dr, CityCharlotte StateNorth
Carolina Zip28210-6552 Phone Number512-734-7011 Fax Number - Provider Business Practice Location Details: Address1000 Blythe Blvd, CityCharlotte StateNorth Carolina Zip28203-5812 Phone Number704-355-2165 Fax Number - Provider's Primary TaxonomyDetal Details: TypeDental Providers SpecialityDentist Taxonomy122300000X License No.72814741 (Virginia) Definition: A dentist is a dentist,
person, person who has been trained by a doctorate in dental surgery (D.D.S.) or dental medicine (D.M.D.), which the State has approved to practice dental care, and practises within the framework of this license. There is no difference between the two degrees: dentists who have a DMD or DDS have the same training. Universities have the power to decide what degree is awarded. Both degrees use the
same curriculum requirements set by the American Dental Association's Commission on Dental Accreditation. Generally, three or more years of bachelor's degree plus four years of dental school are required to upgrade and become a regular dentist. State licensing boards either accept the degree as equivalent, and both degrees allow authorized persons to practice the same level of general dentistry.
Further post-graduate training is needed to become a dental specialist. comments driven by Bei uns sind Sie in the besten Handel. Praxis für Neurologie &amp; Psychiatry 1. Floor (ohne Aufzug) Venloer Str. 131 50259 Pulheim E-mail: neurologie.liu@web.de (nur Terminabsprachen, keine medizin. oder sonstigen Auskünfte) Tel: 02238/7088 Fax: 02238/7089 We are thrilled to provide greensboro
communities with exceptional family care! Our friendly team offers an extensive mix of dental treatments including restorative, cosmetic, implant, and general dentistry services. We are committed to providing the highest standard of dental care to new Riccobene Associates Family Dentistry patients in the Greensboro area. We currently accept new patients – call us today at 336.295.6234 to create your
appointment with our team! Affordable dental care without insurance No insurance? No problem. Ask about our membership plan * Terms apply. Call DetailsMeet your Greensboro DentistChi Wei Liu, DDS verified patient reviews loading...
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